
Revitalization in Progress!
This past winter, Shadow’s Woodlot underwent some
drastic changes as arborists removed hundreds of
dead/dying/damaged trees. Thankfully, this was not the
end of our forest; merely a step forward in its revitalization!
With the removal of the affected trees, many smaller
saplings and undergrowth species will have new light and
a chance to grow.  As a boost to this natural restoration
process, NLW held a planting day on June 4th. Volunteers
gathered to plant almost four hundred native saplings,
shrubs, and perennials throughout the school’s woods!
Students from JK to highschool, along with their adults
and some community members, began at 9:00, coming
and going throughout the day until the last plant went into
the ground just after 1:00.

While the pizza lunch may have been a small highlight (and a well
earned snack!) volunteers recognized the importance of what we
were doing. In the words of Quinn, a grade eight volunteer, “I’m
glad we were able to add different types
of trees and bushes to our Woodlot!  It’s
nice to know we can do something today
that other kids can enjoy in the future.”
Some effects of this planting were
immediate; open areas filled in with small
tree saplings and bushes. As these grow
and spread over the next few years, we

hope to see Shadow’s Woodlot thrive once more.

Planting Day was made possible through the Wildlife Habitat Canada’s Community Conservation
Action Program; they awarded NLW a grant of $2500 to assist our restoration efforts. Wildlife
Habitat Canada (WHC) is a non-profit organization that conserves wildlife habitat by making
investments in conservation. In 2020, WI-IC introduced the Community Conservation Action
Program (CCAP) as a pilot, to help smaller organizations access the funding that they need to
make a difference in conservation within their community. This program supports WHC’s
commitment to find innovative projects that get Canadians outdoors, connecting with nature!
To learn more, visit whc.org/CCAP.
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